THOMAS KLIBENGAJTIS

SOPHIA IN SCHELLING’S WORK: FROM DIVINE WISDOM TO HUMAN SCIENCE

Descartes, Kant and Fichte as introductory path to Schelling’s conception of the Absolute

For Schelling, human wisdom means taking part in creating life of the Absolute where wisdom, as God’s first potency, dwells, and from where it starts to work in and through the world. Therefore, in order to depict Schelling’s doctrine of wisdom, we first have to outline his conception of the Absolute \[ \text{das Absolute} \], followed by the doctrine of potencies and concluded by the theory of \[ Wissen \], that is, knowledge. The idea of wisdom will be present on every stage of these considerations. However, in order to achieve a synthesis, one has to start with the analysis.

It is stated that every great philosopher has had only one essential idea which they later developed in a system. The \[ \text{Leitmotiv} \] of Schelling’s system, even if he is said not to have developed one,\(^1\) is the idea of the Absolute. It is already sketched in his earliest work,\(^2\) where he tries to solve aporetic difficulties resulting from the Cartesian, Kantian and Fichtean subjectivist-idealistic approach.\(^3\)

Descartes’ \textit{I as the lynchpin of modern philosophy}

Descartes located the ground of reality and thought in the subject’s flow of consciousness, if one may translate the famous \textit{cogito ergo sum} in such a fashion.\(^4\) In his methodological skepticism, borrowed from Augustine’s “\textit{si enim fallor, sum},”\(^5\) Descartes reckons that even if the subject doubts everything, he cannot doubt his own activity of doubting. From this point of view
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he construes the proof for the existence of God as a being more perfect than the doubting subject. Since the existence of the subject is self-evident and the existence of God results from the imperfection of the first, it is the existence of the world which should be proved. According to Descartes, the subject can only be sure of ideas and notions contained in his reason. At least some of them have to be true, because God, being perfect and veracious, would not place entirely false ideas and notions into the human mind. Hence, without the certitude of God’s existence nothing external to the subject’s mind can be proven. It is essential to emphasize this idealistic and subjectivist turning point in the history of philosophy. According to Descartes the I is the substance. By “substance” he means, in line with the scholastic tradition, something which stands for itself and exists in itself, contrary to the accident which exists in something else. Certainly nobody before Descartes doubted that, for instance, a single human being or a single chair is a substance. However, substance, understood as a single flow of consciousness, independent from the body – since Descartes rejected the testimony of the senses, and independent from the external world, which could be a work of a malignant demon – is something crucially new in the history of philosophy. Hence, according to Descartes, substance is nothing which exists outside the perceiving I as something independent from it. It is, therefore, only the I that can define what is real or unreal. Whereas in the pre-Cartesian epoch nobody, following more or less the sensual cognition, truly doubted the reality of the world, since Descartes the world has had to ask the subject’s permission to enter into its mind. Even the epistemic solutions of ancient Skepticism – such as the suspension of judgement [epoché], which resulted from the equal contrariness of the given opinions [izosthenēs diafonía] – aimed only to help individuals achieving their peace of mind [ataraxia], not to question the reality of the external world. Contrary to the Cartesian subjectivist skepticism, the ancient Skepticism was a realistic one. According to the latter doctrine nobody should worry about a reality he cannot properly conceive, which, however existing independently from the subject, exerts influence on it.

Kantian division of reality

Immanuel Kant begins his theory of Pure Reason with an analysis of the Cartesian point of view, according to which we have only access to ideas and notions of our own mind. Hence, for Kant, “pure” – a priori – means “inde-
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